1. Wine

Andante (\( \frac{1}{4} = \text{MM 60} \))

Text by Yunus Emre (Turkish, 14th century), trans Süha Faiz

Soprano

Clarinet in B♭ (concert pitch)

Harmonium

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (Wine, Ash, Dance)
Soprano

Clarinet in B♭ (concert pitch)

Harmonium

drank

Whose tavern is the

1/19 below C B♭ F G

Throne the Throne of

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (Wine, Ash, Dance)
Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (*Wine, Ash, Dance*)
Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (*Wine, Ash, Dance*)
Soprano

Clarinet in B♭ (concert pitch)

Harmonium

beaker is the souls of

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (Wine, Ash, Dance)
2. Ash

Lento \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \textit{(}=\ MM\ 48) \)

Text by Yunus Emre (Turkish, 14th century), trans Süha Faiz

Soprano

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad 2 & \quad 3 & \quad 4 \\
\text{U-pon the Road} & \quad \text{the Road to the Be-}
\end{align*}
\]

Clarinet in B\(_b\) (concert pitch)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lo-ved you} & \quad \text{burn} & \quad \text{un-til you are but}
\end{align*}
\]

Harmonium

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (\textit{Wine, Ash, Dance})
Soprano

Clarinet in B♭ (concert pitch)

Harmonium

1/19 above D E B (G♯)

Though in a day I burn thousand

Through Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (*Wine, Ash, Dance*)
3. Dance

**Allegretto** (\( \text{\( q \) = MM 96-120} \))

Text by Yunus Emre (Turkish, 14th century), trans Süha Faiz

Soprano

Clarinet in B\(_\text{b}\) (concert pitch)

Harmonium

I stood upon the globe of the globe

Atlas joined with the planets

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (**Wine, Ash, Dance**)

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (**Wine, Ash, Dance**)

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (**Wine, Ash, Dance**)
The planets in their dance joined with the planets in their dance.
 Though here my eyes but

Soprano

Clarinet in Bb (concert pitch)

Harmonium

1/19th below B♭

G E D

1/19th above E D B♭ G

dark - ly but dark - ly see

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (Wine, Ash, Dance)
Soprano

Clarinet in B♭ (concert pitch)

Harmonium

---

I saw Mohamed's radiance

---

Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (*Wine, Ash, Dance*)
Graham Hair: Three Microtonal Songs (Wine, Ash, Dance)